
2011 Year in Review

Category descriptions as defined by the curators

Tradition (& Craft) Renewed and Extended 
Contemporary artists in America put a premium on innovation and individuality. We are eager to embrace new materials and technology. At times this seems to come at the expense of 

traditional craft, concept and technology. A number of entries this year, however, evidenced a strong commitment to traditional forms and materials while infusing them with a fresh 

perspective.  Sometimes this took the form of using a familiar craft in an unfamiliar context. Other works paid homage to the public art of previous epochs. Some artists did what every new 

generation of artists does, uses materials and technology such as stone, clay, and bronze for the expression of a personal and innovative vision.

In Situ: When Bigger is Better 
Public sculpture that was in previous decades termed "plop art" or derided as a corporate bauble was, to a great degree, shoved aside in favor of site specific pieces. Site-specific work, at its 

best, is an innovative and unique response to everything that we mean by "a sense of place" - the physical space, the social space, the historical context, etc. Less successful site specific 

works devolve into design enhancements, predictable landscaping and architectural amenities. Some of this year's entries seem to signal a resurgence of the stand-alone sculpture, work 

that emphatically declares the independence of the artist and the artwork while acknowledging the circumstances of the site.  

Repurposing the Familiar 

Repurposing, or re-contextualizing familiar objects has been a gesture that artists have chosen to employ since the days of Duchamp's urinal. Repurposing is related to recycling in that it 

evidences an attention to the problems of excessive consumption and its attendant waste, but in its best form it infuses the familiar with new and often unexpected meanings. Even more 

challenging, for both the artist and the audience, is work that repurposes familiar concepts and asks us to reconsider our conventional way of seeing and thinking about objects and spaces.  

Community Engagement & Social Activism
Public artworks, from sculptures of heroes on horseback to expansive murals have traditionally been reflections of the aspirations and interests of the community. In recent decades, 

members of the community have been increasing encouraged to participate in the creation of the artwork itself. They sometimes become the artwork.  The recent evolution of this trend has 

seen a number of pieces that go beyond celebration of community values to critique of environmental or societal problems. A number of this year's entries have been artworks used as 

vehicles for inspiring community activism. In doing so, they have challenged conventional notions of art, intentionally confusing the distinctions between permanent and temporary, audience 

and performer, formal qualities and function.

New Media and Lightworks 
Public space is not only physical space, it is electronic space that may be interconnected with places/phenomenon around the world. These pieces are a reflection of our digital world that is 

defined by a variety of platforms that can be used for creating and participating in works of art. 

Works employing LED technology was one of the larger categories this year.  This is a reflection not only of the sophistication and economies of the technology, but of the continued blurring 

of the boundaries between the arts and entertainment as well as the round-the-clock pace of today's society. Sculptures go out at night rather than going to sleep. 

Humor 

Despite Americans' ravenous appetite for comedy in the movies and on television, we rarely encourage it in public artworks. Is this because of the predominantly sober tradition of public 

work?  Is it because jokes are, by nature, time-based - a repeated joke quickly loses its humor? Is it because the best humor is always at someone's expense, and therefore is inappropriate 

for the public discourse? Whatever the case, witty public work is rare.  Some of this year's entries, however, have effectively employed humor.

Visionary Leadership 

The context in which a public artwork exists extends beyond the building or plaza that it might inhabit through the immediate audience and the wider community to the institution that 

commissioned it. It is at this level that vision of the arts administrator and/or consultant is of paramount importance.  A comprehensive plan, a unique vision can bring a sense of 

cohesiveness to the experience of a suite of artworks in a single building or a constellation of works spread throughout a city. Furthermore, the skilled arts administrator is often the artist's 

best ally when it comes to negotiating the bureaucracy that often attends the public art process. It is important to recognize both the innovative programs that arts administrators have 

conceived and their tireless advocacy for the individual artist and artwork. 



YEAR IN REVIEW 2011 TRADITION (& CRAFT) RENEWED AND EXTENDED

Slides 11_Smith_168027

Artist(s) Owen Smith, Mosaika Art and Design 

Project Title Building the Iron Horse 

Project Location San Francisco, CA 

Budget $110,000 

Materials Ceramic tile mosaic 

Commissioning Agency San Francisco Arts Commission 

Design Professional Kori Smyth and Saskia Siebrand, Mosiaka Art and Design

Primary Administrator Susan Pontious, San Francisco Arts Commission

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Bruce Damonte

Description Permanent

Laguna Honda Hospital has served the needs of San Franciscans since the days of the Gold Rush. When the city decided it needed to 

bring the facility into the 21st century it retained a beautiful tile lined 1926 Mediterranean reception building as staff offices and replaced 

much of the rest of the campus with the first LEED certified hospital facility in California. The architectural plan, developed by the joint 

venture architecture firms of Anshen + Allen and Gordon H. Chong & Partners, comprises two residences, the six story South Residence 

and the seven story North Residence, joined by a four-story central building, the Pavilion. The Hospital's new lobby, located in the Pavilion, 

contains Owen Smith‘s WPA-style mosaic murals depicting the building of the Golden Gate Bridge. 

The style of Owen Smith's work is a nod Glen Wessel‘s New Deal era mural series in the historic Laguna Honda lobby and provides a visual 

continuity between the old and the new buildings. The artist chose to illustrate the building of the Golden Gate Bridge because of the subject 

matter‘s connection to the Wessel murals, which include themes related to labor and the four classic elements. To Smith, the building of the 

Golden Gate Bridge represents human audacity, bravery, skill and artistic and engineering achievement. The location of the bridge is a 

meeting of water, earth and sky (air), and the bridge is forged in steel (fire). The subject helps make a connection between the residential 

hospital and the surrounding community and emphasizes the institution's historic contribution to the region. 

More Information www.owensmithart.com 
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Slides 11_Smith_168034

Artist(s) Owen Smith, Mosaika Art and Design, Michael H. Casey Designs Inc. 

Project Title The Four Elements 

Project Location San Francisco, CA 

Budget $142,000 

Materials Mosaic glazed ceramic tile murals, cast stone relief sculptures made of GFRC (Glass Fiver Reinforced Concrete)

Commissioning Agency San Francisco Arts Commission 

Design Professional Mosaika Art and Design, Michael H. Casey Designs, Incorporated

Primary Administrator Susan Pontious, San Francisco Arts Commission

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Owen Smith

Description Permanent

The new Laguna Honda is designed to create community. It accentuates Laguna Honda‘s identity as a community of care made up of care-

givers and care-receivers as well as its role as a 144-year-old civic icon that draws the interest of art and architecture lovers.

Each floor in the residence buildings constitutes a neighborhood made up of four 15-person households. The households have their own 

living and dining room. The resident neighborhood identity program was designed to aesthetically create an individual visual identity for 

each floor and to provide a wayfinding system for residents. Artists were selected to develop proposals for two residential floors, located in 

the two residence buildings, and the ground floor entrance, second floor living quarters for patients of the rehabilitation center, and third 

floor Esplanade in the Pavilion. Artists were assigned to treat the same floor in both residence buildings. For instance, an artist assigned to 

the 4th floor of the South Residence also treated the 4th floor of the North Residence.

Reminiscent of the W.P.A-era Glen Wessel murals located in the historic 1926 building lobby, the architects designed custom niches, 

varying in depth, for the artwork at four locations in each neighborhood. The niches ensured that, like the historic lobby, the artworks would 

appear integrated into the building. The architects also identified important wayfinding locations for additional artwork placement. Inspired by 

Glen Wessel‘s historic murals located in the original Laguna Honda building, Owen Smith created a series of W.P.A-style artworks, which 

include 3‘ x 5‘ cast-stone relief sculptures and ceramic murals, varying in size between 4‘ x 4‘ and 4‘ x 6‘. Each household is represented by 

a classical element (fire, air, earth and water) and an associated profession. For example, air is represented by an aviator and falconer. 

Every household has one mosaic mural and one relief sculpture. The artworks are located at the household entrances and main corridors to 

help orient patients and visitors. A mosaic is also located on the wall facing the central public space on each floor. 

More Information www.owensmithart.com 
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Slides 11_Yamamoto_165264

Artist(s) Sonia Romero 

Project Title MacArthur Park, Urban Oasis 

Project Location Los Angeles, CA

Budget $97,291 

Materials Hand carved porcelain tile mosaic with relief 

Commissioning Agency Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, Metro Art 

Design Professional Mosaika Art and Design, Inc.

Primary Administrator Angelene Campuzano, Metro Art

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Metro Art 

Description Permanent

Sonia Romero created 13 artworks documenting her observations of MacArthur Park as an urban oasis. Her designs reflect the park as 

layered, diverse, and dramatic in renderings drawn from observed park activities. 

The ceramic mosaic tile mural is divided into 13 panels installed along two facing mezzanine walls representing both halves of the park 

separated by Wilshire Boulevard. Each artwork contains a black and white tableau centered in a medallion contained within a square panel. 

The border space between circle and square is glazed in a cement gray color to represent industrial building materials and includes 

alternating art deco motifs in the corners. The motifs were discovered throughout the park and neighborhood. Also included are significant 

historical buildings throughout the park's 120-year history.

I found the story of the park and its fluctuating energy stimulating and intriguing. I developed my concept around the idea that MacArthur 

Park is an urban oasis. It was my goal to create a public work, which celebrated the 120-year-old history of the park and the people who 

make use of it. -S. Romero 

More Information http://www.sheridesthelion.com/ 
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Slides 11_Jones_167753

Artist(s) Ladies Fancywork Society, Jim Green 

Project Title Wildgarden / Talking Fence 

Project Location Denver, CO 

Budget $50,000 

Materials Acrylic yarn, sound 

Commissioning Agency Central Platte Valley Metropolitan District 

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Rudi Cerri and Brooke Jones, Denver Office of Cultural Affairs

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer -

Description Temporary

The Ladies Fancywork Society (LFS), who prefer to remain anonymous, all have roots in the Denver creative scene and are known for their 

"yarnbombings" all over town and in Amsterdam. The City teamed up with LFS to create a crocheted garden along an unsightly construction 

fence near Union Station. Along with the visuals from LFS, the City commissioned sound artist Jim Green to create a sound work that is 

triggered by people walking by the fence. As one walks by the "fence" will state positive affirmations such as "You look GREAT today!" 

More Information www.ladiesfancyworksociety.com, www.jimgreen.org
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Slides 11_Jones_167569

Artist(s) Catherine Widgery 

Project Title Cloudbreak 

Project Location Denver, CO 

Budget $250,000 

Materials Stained glass, glass tubes, steel 

Commissioning Agency Denver Office of Cultural Affairs 

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Kendall Peterson, Denver Office of Cultural Affairs

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Catherine Widgery 

Description Permanent

Catherine Widgery, a Boston-based artist, was selected to create a mural for the east wall of the Cisneros Jury Assembly room at the new 

Denver Justice Center campus. Instead of creating an opaque, static mural at the end of the room, she chose to pierce through the wall to 

access the natural light of the curtain wall of the room. Her piece consists of a colored glass image of light bursting from behind dramatic 

Colorado storm clouds seen through a layer of over 12,500 glass tubes that ―push‖ like a cloud through the metal frame of the wall. 

Catherine employed a small army of sculpture students from the nearby Rocky Mountain College for Art and Design (RMCAD) to help her 

unwrap and prepare each tube for placement—the process took over two weeks to complete. Each tube catches bits of color, animating the 

artwork as the viewer moves past. Lit by the sun in the morning, Cloudbreak changes throughout the day with the movement of the light. 

The artist intended the light to serve as a metaphor for insight and clarity in justice and in the serious responsibilities of the jurors. 

More Information www.widgery.com 
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Slides 11_Kendellen_167900

Artist(s) Harrell Fletcher, Avalon Kalin 

Project Title The Knowledge 

Project Location Portland, OR

Budget $48,125 

Materials Digitally printed vinyl on concrete 

Commissioning Agency Portland State University 

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Ann Gooley Mai, Portland State University

Public Art Consultant Tad Savinar

Photographer Harrell Fletcher

Description Permanent

The mural by Harrell Fletcher is titled "The Knowledge" and is installed on the campus of Portland State University (PSU) in the Central 

City‘s University District and faces a section of the downtown transit mall used by pedestrians, skateboarders, bikes, cars, and the local 

Light Rail. Apartments, small businesses, academic buildings, a bank, cafes and restaurants support busy pedestrian traffic and activities in 

the area. The 20‘H x 127‘W mural has significantly improved the aesthetics of the surrounding area by adding vibrant color and graphics 

while promoting learning in a university setting. The mural was enthusiastically received by City planners, who occupy the upper floors of an 

office building a block away which offers a perfect bird‘s eye view of the wall. Other people, either from campus, nearby businesses, or 

passers-by have also remarked about how much they like the brightly colored mural. An additional benefit is this wall had been blank before 

and heavily targeted by graffiti on a regular basis. Since the mural has been up there has been dramatically reduced activity in this area.

The university‘s motto, ―Let Knowledge Serve the City,‖ is referenced in the mural image depicting a series of stacked book spines and book 

jackets with titles displayed. Students, faculty and staff participated in a poll to choose titles from a list of over 300 books, and their credits 

are noted on the wall. Some but not all are library books with call numbers shown, referencing public access to reading materials. Titles 

include references to the adjacent educational community and local sustainability efforts, as well as topics of interest to the diverse PSU 

student body, the campus community in general, and neighboring businesses that support the University District area. 

More Information hfletcher@earthlink.net 
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Slides 11_Taleporos_168053

Artist(s) Zhang Huan 

Project Title Three Heads Six Arms 

Project Location San Francisco, CA

Budget $225,591 

Materials Copper 

Commissioning Agency San Francisco Arts Commission 

Design Professional Atthowe Fine Art Services

Primary Administrator Jill Manton, San Francisco Arts Commission

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Bruce Damonte

Description Temporary

Zhang Huan‘s colossal Three Heads Six Arms (2008) made its world premiere in May 2010 as the focal point of Joseph L. Alioto Performing 

Arts Piazza, which is located in the heart of San Francisco‘s Civic Center, across from City Hall, the Asian Art Museum and the main branch 

of the San Francisco Public Library. Standing over 26 feet tall and weighing almost 15 tons, the copper sculpture is the artist‘s largest work 

to date. Three Heads Six Arms is part of an important series of monumental works depicting the arms, legs, feet, hands and heads of 

Buddhist sculptures. The series was inspired by the artist‘s experience seeing remnants of religious sculptures that had been destroyed 

during the Cultural Revolution for sale in a Tibetan market. Zhang, who is based in Shanghai, is widely regarded as one of the most 

influential and provocative contemporary artists working today. 

Three Heads Six Arms, courtesy of the artist and Pace Gallery, New York, was on loan for ten months. The artist chose San Francisco as 

the ideal setting to debut his sculpture, in part, because of the long-standing history being honored between Shanghai and San Francisco 

during the 2010 Sister-city Celebration. The sister-city relationship between Shanghai and San Francisco is the oldest sister-city relationship 

between the United States and China. The sculpture‘s installation also coincided with the 2010 World Expo hosted by Shanghai. The Arts 

Commission collaborated with the Asian Art Museum on a public program featuring a conversation between Zhang Huan and the Museum‘s 

Michael Knight, senior curator of Chinese art and deputy director of strategic programs and partnerships. 

The sculpture complimented the Museum‘s Shanghai exhibition, which was one of the cornerstones of the sister-city anniversary 

celebration. While sited in Civic Center Plaza, the sculpture drew thousands of visitors and transformed the plaza into a more dynamic and 

engaging civic space.

More Information http://www.zhanghuan.com/
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Slides 11_Newson_167750

Artist(s) Myfanwy MacLeod 

Project Title The Birds 

Project Location Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada 

Budget $380,000 

Materials Bodies: polystyrene over an interior steel structure, coated with polyurea and painted; Feet: caste bronze

Commissioning Agency City of Vancouver Olympic

Paralympic Public Art Program 

Design Professional Heavy Industries

Primary Administrator Alix Sales, Cultural Planner, Public Art Program, City of Vancouver

Public Art Consultant Karen Mills, Public Art Management

Photographer Karin Bubas

Description Permanent

Myfanwy MacLeod‘s giant replicas of a male and female English Sparrow reflect the community‘s focus on the environment and its desire to 

convey political and social meaning through public art. The Birds inhabit a newly built public plaza built on reclaimed industrial land in a 

LEED Gold community, fast tracked to serve as the Athlete‘s Village for the 2010 Winter Olympic and Paralympic Games.

On the one hand, The Birds provide whimsy and interest to an otherwise empty, hard-scaped public place. On another, they evoke our 

ambiguous relationship to nature by calling attention to our manipulation of the environment Species like the English Sparrow--introduced, 

non-native, and invasive-- threaten the existing balance of nature and its biodiversity. The Birds, like the birds in Alfred Hitchcock's famous 

film, physically embody and exteriorize unleashed and disturbing forces that threaten humanity. Their enormous size symbolically suggests 

their ubiquitous presence throughout North America, but also reverses the relationship between seemingly harmless small birds and 

humans, so that we are no longer the center of the universe.

Writes MacLeod: ―My work for the Olympic Village tries to infuse the ordinary and commonplace sparrow with a touch of the ridiculous and 

the sublime. The Birds is a pair of sparrows (male and a female) that, through their large scale – they stand 18 feet tall – invert the normal 

relationship existing between these typically small birds and the human population…―Locating this artwork in an urban plaza highlights what 

has become the ‗natural‘ environment of the sparrow, and reinforces the ‗small‘ problem of introducing a foreign species and the 

subsequent havoc wreaked upon our ecosystems…. The Birds reminds us of our past, but it aspires to challenge the future. It is my hope 

that the work stimulates understanding that will lead to a greater sense of shared responsibility and caring.‖

More Information http://vancouver.ca/commsvcs/cultural/publicart/2010/lg_thebirds.htm
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Slides 11_Lavery_168018

Artist(s) Christopher M. Lavery 

Project Title Cloudscape

Project Location Denver, CO 

Budget $120,000 

Materials Corrugated steel,steel, polygal, LED Lighting, solar panels, 12 volt power system, solar controllers

Commissioning Agency Denver International Airport 

Design Professional Matt Berry, The Ascent Group; Ginny Gerhart, AIA, Kyle Libersat, LEED AP, Space Into Place Architecture; Mike Mancarella, JunoWorks, 

Namaste Solar; Penley Concrete

Primary Administrator Matt Chasansky, Denver International Airport

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Matthew Weedman

Description Temporary

Cloudscape is designed for the Denver International Airport and takes into consideration the large-scale nature of the project and reflects 

upon the plains of Colorado, recalling the place of old farm windmills, drilling rigs and water storage towers. It is here that the imagination is 

allowed to combine the aesthetic qualities of the sky and the land. 

Cloudscape‘s site is a difficult place for public art that poses many challenges. Viewing is limited to the moving vehicle moving at 55mph 

and is designed is for both a distanced vista and close-up viewing. Available light is limited to daylight hours; the project was designed to 

have a secondary conversation at night by lighting up. Engineering of the structure was developed to withstand tornado forces in the event 

of a storm. In addition the site for Cloudscape has no convenient electrical supply, which influenced the environmental concerns taken by 

the project. A small solar array was installed on site to capture energy from the sun during the daylight hours. The result is an off the grid, 

fully functioning electrical system that does not further tax the environment or the public infrastructure. LEED accredited companies were 

used whenever possible; Space into Place Architecture, Namaste Solar and Ascent Group-Civil and Structural Engineering. The materials 

used in Cloudscape are mostly recyclable or were sourced from the recycling industry including the out shed that houses the solar unit. 

As a model for other public art projects Cloudscape is important. The low cost of the project is due to keeping the design, engineering and 

fabrication in the local economy. Approximately 90% of the budget was spent on hiring local companies who serve the area. Cloudscape is 

the first project funded by DIA‘s Emerging Public Artist program and has set the standard for future works to be created.

More Information www.christopherlavery.com, www.thecloudscape.com 
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Slides 11_Calhoun_167586

Artist(s) Adam Kuby 

Project Title Portland Acupuncture Project 

Project Location Portland, OR

Budget $27,500 

Materials Steel, plastic, foam, fabric

Commissioning Agency Regional Arts & Culture Council 

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Kristin Calhoun, Regional Arts & Culture Council

Public Art Consultant Kristin Calhoun, Regional Arts & Culture Council

Photographer Adam Kuby, Yalcin Erhan, 

David Oates

Description Temporary

Adam Kuby‘s artworks are collaborations with the built and natural world that aim to foster a sense of connection to our increasingly 

fractured environment, provide an opportunity to explore how human activity and natural systems can better coexist and how the symbolic 

power of art can help shift environmental and cultural perspectives.

Using the body as a metaphor for the entire city of Portland, Kuby‘s Portland Acupuncture Project identified places in the landscape that are 

important to the City of Portland as a community, drawing attention not only to the significance of each focal point but also to the inter-

connectedness of each of them relative to each other, as well as to the City‘s population as a whole. 

The project explored the interface between art, regional planning, traditional Chinese medicine and the health of the City of Portland. Giant 

acupuncture needles appeared across the city in ten different locations and brought attention to some of the city's most challenging 

problems, greatest assets, as well as places with enormous potential. From April to October 2010, needles moved from site to site in a 

roving city-wide installation. The project coincided with a series of public workshops to help steer the Portland Plan, a guide for the city's 

growth over the next 25 years. At each location, local community members were engaged in the installation and invited to speak at its 

dedication. Each "point" or location had a dual name that related both to the site and to a more traditional acupuncture meridian. For 

example, one point was titled ―Pending Promises‖, referring to the infrastructure improvements like sidewalks and crosswalks that the 

neighborhood has been waiting on for quite some time. 

More Information adam@adamkuby.com 
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Slides 11_Patterson_167650

Artist(s) Craig LeBlanc 

Project Title Henri 

Project Location Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Budget CAD $66,100

Materials EPS foam, poly-urea hard-coat, polyurethane paint, high tensile nylon mesh. 

Commissioning Agency City of Edmonton 

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Kristy Trinier, Public Art Director

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer -

Description Permanent

The idea of community, gathering and comfort is at the heart of Craig Le Blanc‘s sculptural installation, Henri. A sleeping cat is quietly and 

securely curled in a basket, suspended above a community gathering space as a representation of an idyllic environment with suggestions 

of safekeeping, home and comfort. 

In Japan the Sleeping Cat is called Nemurineko; "nemuri" means "sleeping" or "peaceful" and "neko" means "cat". In their culture the 

sleeping cat symbolizes Nikk, or the Spirit of Ieyasu, who was thought to be the manifestation of Yakusi Nyorai, the Buddha of Healing, who 

offers medicinal remedies, gives nourishment to the mind, body, and spirit, and comforts the sick and cures illnesses. This cultural 

perspective supports the concept of the sleeping cat as an advocate for personal advancement, and enhances the idea with an expansive 

notion of aid and support. 

More Information http://www.craigleblanc.com/ 
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Slides 11_Moore_167939

Artist(s) Anne Marie Karlsen 

Project Title Wheels 

Project Location Santa Monica, CA

Budget $150,000 

Materials Ceramic graphic, field tiles 

Commissioning Agency City of Santa Monica Cultural Affairs Division 

Design Professional Bryan Stockdale, Principal, Winsor Fireform 

Primary Administrator Malina Moore, Santa Monica Cultural Affairs Division

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer William Short

Description Permanent

Anne Marie Karlsen created Wheels, an ambitious and vibrant ceramic tile mural that adorns the west-facing wall of Parking Structure 7 on 

2nd Street in downtown Santa Monica. The artwork reveals different compositions depending on one‘s vantage point and the wheel motif is 

loosely inspired by the structure of the recently retired Pacific Wheel on the Santa Monica Pier. Upon closer examination, viewers will 

discover that the abstracted shapes in the circular forms are in fact, photographic images the artist took of the Pacific Wheel in motion. The 

composition is meant to create the sort of whirling, topsy-turvy effect that one experiences on an amusement ride. The artwork 

acknowledges a part of Santa Monica history, while simultaneously becoming a bold new design for the future. 

More Information http://homepage.smc.edu/karlsen_anne/ 
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Slides 11_Ball_167772

Artist(s) Ball-Nogues Design Studio

Project Title Cradle

Project Location Santa Monica, CA

Budget $162,000 

Materials Stainless steel sphere, cable, hardware 

Commissioning Agency City of Santa Monica 

Design Professional Principals in Charge: Benjamin Ball and Gaston Nogues

Project Manager and Lead Fabricator: James Jones

Ball-Nogues Project Team: Ayhod Kamath, Benjamin Jennett, Rach Shillander, Alison Kung, Daniel Morrison, Jielu Lu, Amador Saucedo, 

Ron Shvartsman, Lawerance Shanks, Norma Silva, Andrew Lyon, Tim Peeters, Will Trossell

Lead Engineer: Matthew Melnyk

Primary Administrator Jessica Cussick, Santa Monica Cultural Affairs Division

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Monica Nouwens, Ball-Nogues Studio

Description Permanent

Commissioned by the City of Santa Monica, Cradle is situated on the exterior wall of a parking structure at a shopping mall – originally 

designed by Frank Gehry. The site is near the beach, and is heavily trafficked by tourists on foot and in automobiles. An aggregation of 

mirror polished stainless steel spheres, the sculpture functions structurally like an enormous Newton‘s Cradle - the ubiquitous toy found on 

the desktops of corporate executives in Hollywood films. Each ball is suspended by a cable from a point on the wall and locked in position 

by a combination of gravity and neighboring balls. The whole array reflects distorted images of passersby. 

Cradle is as much a sculpture as it is an approach to making structure in the digital era. We were interested in exploring ways of producing 

large scaled structures that self-form. Cradle is a structure made from an ―informal‖ arrangement of parts; the relationship between each 

cannot be accurately modeled with computer software. The work is, however, an outgrowth of digital technology.

A key technical concept for Cradle is ―sphere packing‖ – the phenomenon where multiple balls squeezed together and self organize under 

the effect of gravity, a process we could approximate, at best, using software. Software was useful for visualizing Cradle and for designing 

the overall shape of the formwork used to make it but not for predicting where the spheres positioned themselves. 

More Information www.ball-nogues.com
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Slides 11_Hill_166128

Artist(s) Marylyn Dintenfass

Project Title Parallel Park 

Project Location Fort Myers, FL

Budget $855,000 

Materials Open weave, digitally printed and archivally coated Kevlar fabric, aluminum tubing, lacing 

Commissioning Agency City of Fort Myers Public Art Committee

Lee County, Florida 

Design Professional Kevin Williams, AIA, Project Architect, BSSW Architects, Inc., Tobey Schneider, Target Builders Construction Management, Inc.

Primary Administrator Barbara Hill, Consultant to the City of Fort Myers Public Art Program

Public Art Consultant Barbara A. Hill,Consultant to the City of Ft Myers Public Art Program

Photographer JoAnn Sieburg-Baker 

Description Permanent

Parallel Park is a joint public art venture between Lee County and the City of Fort Myers. Following a nationwide search, New York-based 

artist Marylyn Dintenfass was selected to create a site-specific installation in a strategic downtown location that generated a new way of 

experiencing art and initiated opportunities for public dialogue. The public art component of the Lee County Justice Center garage resolves 

a set of contradictory ordinances in downtown Fort Myers: one ordinance requires parking garages to have open walls for air circulation; the 

other stipulates that cars inside a garage must be screened from public view. The architect‘s innovative selection of Kevlar fabric provided 

an aesthetic and ecological screening that fulfills all city requirements. This produces a cooler environment for parked cars and significantly 

reduces the air conditioning needed to cool passenger compartments when restarting parked cars, thereby reducing the carbon footprint.

Dintenfass‘ dynamic exploration of postwar American automotive culture directly integrates the artist‘s aesthetic interpretation of mobility 

and space with the fundamental purpose of the parking garage structure. Dintenfass‘ abstract gestures and sharp color contrasts spotlight 

the speed of the wheel as surface markings. This project is on a monumental scale —33 feet high by 529 feet wide. Therefore in order to 

achieve the greatest visual impact, a high performance digital and printing technology was employed that produced images without 

significant degradation. 

While ubiquitous parking garages blight rather than improve urban environments, Parallel Park transforms an ordinary structure into a 

monument of community pride. Parallel Park has become an iconic landmark for the entire region. Moreover, Parallel Park serves as unique 

model on how to successfully accomplish a project involving multiple art and governmental agencies to benefit the entire region. 

More Information marylyndintenfass.com
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YEAR IN REVIEW 2011 REPURPOSING THE FAMILIAR

Slides 11_Cohen_167829

Artist(s) Lead Pencil Studio, Annie Han, Daniel Mihalyo

Project Title Non-Sign II 

Project Location Blaine, WA

Budget $200,000 

Materials Stainless steel 

Commissioning Agency US General Services Administration Art in Architecture Program 

Design Professional Bohlin, Cywinski, Jackson Architects 

Primary Administrator B. Story Swett and Susan Harrison, US General Services Administration

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Annie Han, Daniel Mihalyo, Ian Gill

Description Permanent

According to a US Customs and Border Protection guard at the Blaine, Washington border station, Lead Pencil Studio‘s work of art 

represents ―the opposite of a billboard‖. Titled Non-Sign II, it is located at the Peace Arch Land Port of Entry at the United States border with 

Canada, a fitting site for a work that raises questions about what it is. Collaborators Daniel Mihalyo and Annie Han‘s abstract piece consists of 

a blank frame surrounded by a web of metal pieces, and in Mihalyo‘s words, ―Borrowing the effectiveness of billboards to redirect attention 

away from the landscape... this (is a) permanently open aperture….‖ 

While its form mimics those of typical billboard signs ubiquitous to US interstate highways, Non-Sign II is made from small stainless steel rods 

that are assembled together to create the negative space of a billboard. Rather than capture a driver‘s attention for advertising or 

informational purposes, the art work brings focus to the landscape and view.

Seattle‘s newspaper The Stranger described the project: ―They noticed the way the area is packed with signs—advertising billboards, and 

then, closer to the border, a proliferation of government signs. Their hope is that their sign, flying by enigmatically (―What was that?‖), will add 

a little bit of awareness to the whole signage landscape in the border zone. Just open up a free space, really. How very American. The empty 

rectangle frames only a view of sky as you drive by, nothing else.‖

More Information www.leadpencilstudio.com 
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Slides 11_Grieve_167848

Artist(s) Mark Grieve, Ilana Spector 

Project Title Cyclisk

Project Location Santa Rosa, CA 

Budget $37,000 

Materials Steel, recycled bicycles donated from nonprofit bike organizations' refuse piles, concrete 

Commissioning Agency City of Santa Rosa, CA 

Design Professional Architect: Danny Strening, Strening Architects; Contractor: Dave Pedroli, Pedroli Construction; Engineer: ZFA Engineering

Primary Administrator Tara Matheny-Schuster – Arts Coordinator, City of Santa Rosa

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer David Haines, Mario Parnell

Description Permanent

The Obelisk has marked public space for millennia. The ―Cyclisk‖ is a unique interpretation of monumental public art for Santa Rosa, 

California. The City of Santa Rosa, in conjunction with Nissan of Santa Rosa, commissioned Artists Mark Grieve and Ilana Spector to create 

a dynamic artwork for the Santa Rosa corridor, which is installed on Santa Rosa Avenue and South A Street in Santa Rosa. The Work, 

entitled, ―Cyclisk,‖ is a sixty-foot-high (five-story) Egyptian-style obelisk made from recycled bicycles.

Shaping a landfill-bound material into a ―polished form‖ creates a series of intersecting rhythms – a visual metaphor for the human 

experience exploring technology and the humanities – history and possible futures – individual as well as collective. The City of Santa Rosa 

has a landmark, evoking a ―world of possibilities,‖ relevant for years to come…. 

Constructed using a steel superstructure resting upon a formal concrete base, unusable bicycles were collected from Trips for 

Kids/Recyclery in San Rafael, Bici Centro in Santa Barbara, and Community Bikes in Santa Rosa, CA, cleaned, then welded to a steel 

superstructure to create the obelisk form. Cyclisk received a 2010 AIA Redwood Empire Decade of Design Award. 

More Information www.markgrieve.com 
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Slides 11_Manuel_168433

Artist(s) Jefre Manuel

Project Title "EWASTE" - Electronic Waste

Project Location Boca Raton, FL

Budget $100,000 

Materials Electronic waste and Cutain wall glass 

Commissioning Agency Corina Mavrodin, Space Utilization and Analysis

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Corina Mavrodin, Space Utilization and Analysis

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer -

Description Permanent

JEFRË was selected in a national competition by the Florida Atlantic University in a competition to create a plaza and mural for the new 

School of Engineering. JEFRE created a large mural for the lobby composed of electronic ewaste collected by the university. Assembled in 

a collage manner the ewaste wall is encased in a glass curtain that has binary code of 001010101 embedded in glass surface to spell out 

the goals of the new school. Students work with JEFRE to collect the ewaste materials that would provide a timeline of technology of 

electronics and waste. A series of complimentary binary sculptural benches were installed in the landscape that guides visitors to the main 

lobby and ―Ewaste‖ sculpture.

More Information www,jefre.org 
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Slides 11_Ball_167760

Artist(s) Ball-Nogues Design Studio

Project Title Table Cloth

Project Location Los Angeles, CA

Budget $50,000 

Materials Plywood, steel, felt, hardware 

Commissioning Agency UCLA Department of Architecture and Urban Design

Herb Alpert School of Music

UCLA Design Media Arts

Design Professional Lead engineer: Matthew Melnyk,  

Ball-Nogues Project Team: Benjamin Jenett, James Jones, Ayodh Kamath, Jonathan Kitchens, Alison Kung, Deborah Lehman, Gaston 

Nogues, Brian Schirk, Rachel Shillander, Benjamin Ball 

Primary Administrator Benjamin Ball and Gaston Nogues, Ball-Nogues Studio 

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Scott Mayoral, Ball-Nogues Studio

Description Temporary

A collaboration between the UCLA Department of Architecture and Urban Design, the Herb Alpert School of Music, and the UCLA Design 

Media Arts; Table Cloth served as an integrated set piece, backdrop, and seating area for student musical performance and everyday social 

interaction. It was made of hundreds of individual low, coffee-style tables and three legged stools. Each of these household items was a 

unique product (no two alike), fabricated specifically for the installation, which the public took home after the closing. The tables and stools 

linked together collectively to form a ―fabric‖ that hung from the east wall of the courtyard. Where Table Cloth met the ground, it unrolled to 

form an intimate ―in the round‖ performance area and visitor seating.

Our installation explored the making of structures which produce very little waste when their usefulness as architecture is complete. Our 

project moves beyond recycling and re-purposing to consider life cycle, through the development of a "cross manufacturing" strategy. Cross 

manufacturing is a design and production approach that considers objects as part of a continuum. After the structure served its use as a 

performance space and installation, the components were dismantled to become smaller scaled commodities, immediately available as 

coveted products - in this case, tables and seating. Unlike recycling, which down-cycles material into a less valuable state, this scenario 

foresees small products made from the parts of a larger product (the installation itself).

By using a consumer good as its basic building block, the project expands and critiques notions of ―green" architecture. As a visual concept, 

the installation served as a symbolic gesture of sustainability and a poetic reminder that the buildings, installation and pavilions we construct 

although seemingly timeless, are actually impermanent: frozen moments in an ongoing flow of products and materials.

More Information www.ball-nogues.com 
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Slides 11_Piechocki_167847

Artist(s) Janet Zweig 

Project Title 7:11AM 11.20.1979 79°55'W 40°27'N 

Project Location Pittsburgh, PA 

Budget $230,000 

Materials Fiber optics, stainless steel, turf and granite markers

Commissioning Agency Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy for the City of Pittsburgh 

Design Professional Landscape Architects: LaQuatra Bonci Associates, Fred Bonci and Natalie Byrd, Pittsburgh, PA; Lighting consultant: Hal Hilbish, Pittsburgh, 

PA; Astronomy consultant: Jim Kaler, Prof. Emeritus of Astronomy, University of Illinois; Granite engraving: GlassArt Design, Minneapolis, 

MN; Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy: Susan Rademacher, Curator and Phil Gruszka, Director of Park Management and Maintenance; Office 

of Public Art: Renee Piechocki and Lea Donatelli; Project consultants: Joe and Elizabeth Seamans; Project assistants: Ben Cohen and Lynn 

Paik

Primary Administrator Renee Piechocki, Director, Office of Public Art, c/o Greater Pittsburgh Arts Council

Public Art Consultant Renee Piechocki, Director, Office of Public Art, c/o Greater Pittsburgh Arts Council

Photographer Alexander Denmarsh, Joeseph Seamans, LaQuatra Bonci Associates, Mary Jane Bent

Description Permanent

The Walled Garden at Mellon Park was restored in honor of Ann Katharine Seamans, a young woman from Pittsburgh. The restoration was 

initiated by the Seamans family, in partnership with La Quatra Bonci Landscape Architects and the Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy. The park 

is owned by the City of Pittsburgh.

The Seamans family and the Conservancy sought to include an artist on the design team to develop a work of art integrated into the historic 

Walled Garden. The Office of Public Art, a public-private partnership, led a national RFQ process and organized a selection committee that 

chose Janet Zweig for the commission.

After a research phase in which the artist met with the Seamans family and their friends, park stakeholders, and the design team, Zweig 

developed a memorial that is enjoyed by park visitors both day and night. Seamans, a college student , artist and dancer, had frequented 

the historical Mellon Park to stargaze with friends on many occasions. To commemorate her life and remarkable spirit, Zweig brought 150 

stars and planets down from the sky and placed them in the garden lawn. This particular star configuration was above Pittsburgh when 

Annie was born in 1979. That date and the star coordinates give the work its title: ‖7:11 AM 11.20.1979 80° W, 26° 40' 

More Information www.janetzweig.com 
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Slides 11_Campbell_162806

Artist(s) Rebecca Lowry 

Project Title Regard. 

Project Location West Hollywood, CA 

Budget $2,700 

Materials Retroflective film, ink on alumnium 

Commissioning Agency Los Angeles Art Association

artlab 21

City of West Hollywood 

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Andrew Campbell, City of West Hollywood

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer -

Description Temporary

Regard. an installation of poetic municipal signs by artist Rebecca Lowry, is hosted by the City of West Hollywood as part of its Art on the 

Outside Program. Lowry‘s multi-lingual haikus pepper the City with poetry on otherwise standard traffic signs. Originally produced in 

conjunction with artlab21 and the Los Angeles Art Association‘s Urban Intervention Project in January 2010, these eleven installations are a 

surprising addition to the city‘s streetscape. Each of the eleven signs features a different haiku translated from the Japanese into either 

English, Spanish or Russian, to engage the large immigrant community that lives in or passes through West Hollywood. Regard. explores 

the notion of how a city communicates within the urban landscape, the most common form being municipal signage which tells what to do 

and what not to do. These poetic signs are meant to be a gift from the City to its people, designed to make viewers pause and puzzle. 

The signs are formatted in a way that allows both a ―distance‖ reading of large, bold print, and a close reading inviting viewers closer to read 

the whole of each poem. The eleven signs are positioned throughout West Hollywood, some on busy thoroughfares, others in quiet 

neighborhoods, and many in places where pedestrians and motorists are equally likely to encounter them. Although small in scale, the 

number of signs provides access to public art in many parts of the City unaccustomed to such interventions. This project is an example of 

an effective public/private collaboration. The City of West Hollywood worked closely with artist Rebecca Lowry and the Los Angeles Art 

Association to facilitate the installation of Regard. 

More Information www.studiolowry.info
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Slides 11_Mortimer_167615

Artist(s) Dylan Mortimer 

Project Title Prayer Booth 

Project Location Olathe, KS

Budget $1,000 

Materials Aluminum, plastic, vinyl 

Commissioning Agency City of Olathe 

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Teresa Wilson, Asst to the Parks & Recreation Director, City of Olathe

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer -

Description Temporary

The piece asks questions about the public expression of private faith. By functionally providing a facility to pray, the piece comments on the 

concept of prayer itself, and it's relation to others in the public sphere. 

More Information www.dylanmortimer.com 
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Slides 11_Zweig_161195

Artist(s) Janet Zweig 

Project Title Lipstick Enigma 

Project Location Orlando, FL 

Budget $74,600 

Materials Language-generating program, resin, aluminum, electronics, glass

Commissioning Agency Florida Art in State Buildings 

Design Professional Project manager: Benjamin Cohen, Schematic design: Franklyn Berry, Machinist/engineering: Stuart Heys, Electronic engineering: Todd 

Holoubek, Code: Jon Meyer, On-site engineer at UCF: Don Harper 

Primary Administrator Theo Lotz, University of Central Florida 

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Stephen Allen

Description Permanent

Lipstick Enigma is a language-generating machine that combines the jargon and syntax of beauty advertising (which borrows from the 

language of engineering) with the vocabulary of engineering (which often hints at sexuality) to create new sentences. It writes a new 

sentence every time it detects motion in the lobby. This language-generating program, written by the artist, writes unique sentences made 

from rules and a large lexicon.

The engineering field is predominantly male; 80 percent of the engineering students at UCF, the viewers of this piece, are men. Lipstick 

Enigma uses humor to play with this disparity. 

Technically, this piece is a complete invention, designed through a collaboration between the artist and a team of engineers. All parts are 

custom engineered, and custom machined or custom manufactured. Lipstick Enigma combines mechanical, computational, and electronic 

engineering.

More Information www.janetzweig.com 
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Slides 11_Eppard_167612

Artist(s) Ben Roth, Brad Watsabaugh 

Project Title The Singing Trees 

Project Location Vail, CO 

Budget $8,000 

Materials Lodgepole pine trees killed by mountain pine beetles, wood screws, wood adhesive; Standing dead lodgepole pine trees extracted locally 

from private property

Commissioning Agency Town of Vail, Art in Public Places 

Design Professional Todd Oppenheimer - Senior Landscape Architect for Town of Vail, Tom Talbot - Wildland Coordinator Vail Fire & Emergency Services, A 

Cut Above Forestry

Primary Administrator Molly Eppard, Town of Vail

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Molly Eppard, Ben Roth, Brad Watsabaugh 

Description Temporary

The Singing Trees, by Ben Roth and Brad Watsabaugh, captures the raw beauty in what would otherwise be devastated forestry in the Vail 

Valley. Combining a sensibility for nature and a keen eye for design, The Singing Trees has transformed this area of Ford Park an 

exceptional environmental and educational art installation.

The Wildland Firefighting Division of the Vail Fire Department and A Cut Above Forestry of Breckenridge, CO extracted the standing dead 

lodgepole pines selected for this project from private property in East Vail. The dead trees were then transported to the lower bench of Ford 

Park by the Town of Vail‘s Public Works where the installation was created to the applause of onlookers by Ben Roth and Brad 

Watsabaugh with the assistance of friends, family, and the team at Public Works. As the mountain pine beetle has destroyed a significant 

number of lodgepole pine trees, the trees used in this art installation were scheduled to be cut for fire prevention and forest health 

preservation.

The artists dissected the trees longitudinally from root to top by hand with chainsaws and created benches with the remaining halves of the 

split trees. The result is 90 degree structures arranged in an interactive and engaging pattern for the public to enjoy. As most trees are 

sawed at a cross section, this will be an opportunity to examine the growth of tree and branches in the entirety of the tree‘s life. The blue-

staining which is the fungi carried by the beetle that ultimately kills the lodgepole pine is visible in the exposed trees.

More Information www.benrothdesign.com 
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Slides 11_Ewing_168238

Artist(s) John Ewing 

Project Title Virtual Street Corners 

Project Location Brookline, MA & Roxbury, MA 

Budget $93,000 

Materials Multi-media installation including computers, large monitors, signage , wood, speakers, cameras, electronics 

Commissioning Agency Knight Foundation

New England Foundation for the Arts

Black Rock Arts Foundation

Boston Cyberarts 

Design Professional Journalist and outreach coordinator: Jamarhl Crawford, Installation and website designer: Christopher Robbins

Primary Administrator George Fifield, Director of Boston Cyberarts

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer John Ewing 

Description Temporary

Throughout the month of June, 2010 large glass storefronts on street corners in Greater Boston were transformed into live video screens, 

providing pedestrians of one neighborhood with a portal into the other‘s world. Running 24/7, these life-size screens enabled real-time 

interaction between residents of Coolidge Corner, Brookline and Dudley Square, Roxbury.

Though only 2.4 miles apart and connected by the Route 66 bus, people living in these neighborhoods rarely visit the other. Using technology 

developed to bridge geographical distances, Virtual Street Corners instead traversed the social boundaries that separate two important 

cultural and transportation hubs with significant historical connections. Many of the Jewish elders who now live in Brookline, grew up in Dudley 

Square, which over the past 60 years has changed from an Irish, to a Jewish to a Black and Latino neighborhood. Boston is known for its 

segregated neighborhoods and has been a national flash point on the issue of race relations.

There were both planned and spontaneous interactions. Months before the project launched, community organizers from each location were 

hired to interview people about the issues they wanted addressed and to schedule discussions between experts in each community on 

various topics. Musicians, politicians, policeman, educators and community leaders all discussed issues from a local perspective. Posters 

were placed on both the interior and exterior of city buses and trains.

More Information www.johnewing.org 
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Slides 11_Hesh_168074

Artist(s) Linda Hesh 

Project Title Chance Meeting Doorknob Hangers

Project Location New York, NY 

Budget $2,500 

Materials Paper

Commissioning Agency Art in Odd Places 

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Ed Woodham, Art in Odd Places 

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer -

Description Temporary

―Chance Meeting Doorknob Hangers‖ is a temporary public art installation created for the Art In Odd Places exhibit that took place October 

1-10 in New York, NY. White paper doorknob hangers, the type that advertisers use, were hung along all of 14th Street from 10th Ave. to 

Avenue C. They were printed in bold black type with eight different statements that capture a chance encounter: Is it really you?- It's been a 

long time - I was just thinking of you - How have you been? - What's new with you? - It's great to see you - Give me a call - Let's meet again 

soon. 

Imagine purposely walking down the city street, destination in mind, distractions on the brain. Suddenly a message appears on a door, 

seemingly speaking to you. This project is innovative in the unexpected location of a doorknob. Public art is usually in a park, raised up on a 

dais, not in a pedestrian doorway. 

It's also on a more personal scale than most public art, promoting a private moment between artist and viewer. Each hanger is small, but 

when the whole street is installed, the work exists across the width of Manhattan. It takes 500 hangers to cover both sides of the length of 

14th. For Art in Odd Places, a total of approximately 2000 were installed.

More Information www.lindahesh.com 
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Slides 11_McBride_167572

Artist(s) James Grayson Sinding 

Project Title Letters 

Project Location Tacoma, WA 

Budget $2,000 

Materials Plywood, OSB, paint, dumptruck

Commissioning Agency Tacoma Arts Commission

Spaceworks Tacoma 

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Amy McBride, Tacoma Arts Administrator

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Olson Kundig Architects, James Grayson Sinding, Amy McBride

Description Temporary

Tollefson Plaza is a very unsuccessful 'gathering place' that consistently lacks gatherers. "Letters" was one of five temporary public art 

interventions designed to activate the space during the summer. The project completely exceeded expectations and brought more people to 

Tollefson plaza throughout the summer than we have ever seen since the space's construction in 2005. We partnered with the Tacoma Art 

Museum's summer festival in order to capture an initial audience. James arranged for a shiny yellow dumptruck to arrive on site during the 

festival and dump 5 cubic yards of colorful hand cut and painted letters onto the plaza. The pile of letters, once dumped was descended 

upon by children and adults alike who climbed the mountain and grabbed letters. 

The public distributed the letters throughout the plaza making great use of the built in stairs to display words and sentences. Some people 

built tall sculptural towers out of E's and W's. The letters were kept outside for over a month and people were welcome to take them away, 

but plenty stayed on the site. The letters showed up in facebook posts, as coupon/ads for local restaurants, as marriage requests. It was 

very low-tech. It connected so completely to the public in an intuitive way that required no instructions and no policing. It had a life of its own 

that was embraced with an excitement and participation I had never experienced. 

More Information jamessinding@gmail.com 
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Slides 11_Rubin_164557

Artist(s) Jon Rubin, Dawn Weleski 

Project Title Conflict Kitchen 

Project Location Pittsburgh, PA 

Budget $20,000 

Materials Food, conversation, paper, wood, cement, culture, politics

Commissioning Agency Artist Initiated

Design Professional Brett Yasko, Graphic Design, Pablo Garcia, Architectual Design

Primary Administrator Jon Rubin, Dawn Weleski

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer -

Description Temporary

Conflict Kitchen is a take-out restaurant that only serves cuisine from countries that the United States is in conflict with. The food is served 

out of a take-out style storefront, which rotates identities every four months to highlight another country. Each Conflict Kitchen iteration is 

augmented by events, performances, and discussion about the culture, politics, and issues at stake with each country we focus on.

We are currently presenting the second iteration of Conflict Kitchen via Bolani Pazi, an Afghan take-out restaurant that serves a savory 

homemade afghan turnover. Developed in collaboration with members of the Afghan community, our bolani comes packaged in a custom-

designed wrapper that includes interviews with Afghans both in Afghanistan and the United States on subjects ranging from Afghan food 

and culture to the current geopolitical turmoil.

Through food, wrappers, programming, and daily interactions with customers, Conflict Kitchen creates an ongoing platform for first-person 

discussion of international conflict, culture, and politics. In addition, the project introduces a rotating venue for culinary and cultural diversity 

in Pittsburgh, as future iterations will focus on North Korea, Venezuela, and more. Food is a direct way of engaging with an unknown culture 

and gaining access to its social customs, history, and values. The cultural anomaly of our presence in the city combined with the draw of our 

food has opened up a curiosity amongst our customers that leads to conversations about politics, often amongst strangers, that might not 

happen otherwise.

More Information http://www.jonrubin.net 
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Slides 11_Mazzotta_167436

Artist(s) Matthew Mazzotta 

Project Title Steeped in Exploration 

Project Location Smalle Ee, the Netherlands 

Budget $6,500 

Materials Reeds, wood, steel tank and table, hoses, burner, paint 

Commissioning Agency Peer Group

Design Professional Cory Vinyard

Primary Administrator Henry Alles, Peer Group

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Matthew Mazzotta 

Description Temporary

Steeped in Exploration is a socially-engaged project aimed at creating space for dialogues around exploring the ―local‖, ecological issues, 

community building, science, and dissecting the systems that make up our ‗everyday‘, through the communal making and drinking of tea 

from local plants.

Transforming cow manure from local farms into energy (methane) - a methane digester boils the water. The tea is made is from local edible 

plants collected on public outings. This participatory intervention questions our current systems of living and creates an opportunity for 

others to participate in the (re)imaging of our world.

The methane digester is an anchor and catalyst for creating new possibilities of social interactions while questioning existing ones. 

Anaerobic digestion is a process in which microorganisms break down biodegradable material aerobically and release methane, and can be 

burned to heat water for tea. This decentralized heat generation provides context and frames the conversation for exploring the landscape 

and collecting edible plants. This curiously simple, yet mystifying technology, questions global issues, at the same time creates local 

responses to issues of sustainability and lifestyle choices.

Investigating plants for tea revolves around conversations and knowledge brought by local people during the public outings, making the 

―invisible‖ visible, completing the piece. Foraging and making tea communally asks us to depart from the usual avenues of consumeristic 

culture and open ourselves up to a more unscripted and informal way of interacting. These actions of collecting plants from the landscape 

and the rituals of making tea become something much more critical, visual, and participatory, while creating a moment to take a fresh view 

of the landscape and the people we live with.

More Information http://matthewmazzotta.com/home.html 
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Slides 11_Dagostino_164202

Artist(s) Fernanda D'Agostino, Valerie Otani, Harry Dawson

Project Title Intellectual Ecosystem 

Project Location Portland, OR 

Budget $240,000 

Materials Holographic video projection screen, video projector, custom hardware and software for running the projections, 167 minutes of unique 

video content in 3-7 minute loops

Commissioning Agency Oregon Arts Commision

Portland State University 

Design Professional Mark Smith, Jeremy Phillips, Craig Conner, Delta Audio Visual

Primary Administrator Meagan Atiyeh, Oregon Arts Commission

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Brian Foulkes

Description Permanent

Portland State University Environmental Studies Professor John Reuter has called for the creation of new metaphors and the identification 

of characteristic patterns that will allow people to grasp the immensity of natural processes. ―Intellectual Ecosystem‖ adopts the metaphor of 

the ecosystem, as a way of capturing the intertwining strands of research and thought that characterize the modern university and its 

relationship to the city.

Video projections on the glass façade of the University Academic and Student Recreation Center reinforce the University‘s identity as an 

institution at the cutting edge of contemporary computer science and digital communication. The moving images animate the plaza, 

engaging both students, and the public that passes through campus on the streetcar or come to PSU for events, reinforcing the identity of 

PSU as a source of energy and activity in the city.

Nineteen different faculty researchers and an equal number of student cultural groups were involved as advisors and subjects to develop a 

series of 39 dreamlike vignettes. Faculty research using advanced digital imaging systems is another important strand woven into the 

experimental video system. The vignettes are remixed constantly so the video program is never the same. The screen is transparent even 

when the projector is active allowing the activities of students inside the building to become another layer in the composition. The 

projections also pass through the screen, animating the surface of the plaza below.

More Information http://www.fernandadagostino.com/
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Slides 11_Purver_165262

Artist(s) Ed Purver 

Project Title In Residence 

Project Location Liverpool, Merseyside L5, United Kingdom 

Budget $50,000 

Materials Video projectors (9), Mac Mini computer (5), ethernet switch, custom software (programmed by artist), rear projection fabric, wood frames, 

wood mounts 

Commissioning Agency Liverpool Biennial 

Design Professional Camera / Lighting: Scott Nolanand Tom Simpson

Primary Administrator Laurie Peake, Liverpool Biennial

Public Art Consultant Franny George, Liverpool Biennial

Photographer Ed Purver 

Description Temporary

‗In Residence‘ was a temporary public art installation, presented in 2010, commissioned by the Liverpool Biennial as part of their ‗On The 

Street‘ program of local art outreach and engagement. The goal of the project was to create a public artwork for a specific neighborhood of 

the City of Liverpool, the semi-abandoned area known as Anfield, and to engage local ‗at risk‘ youth in the art-making process.

The neighborhood of Anfield, like some other areas of Liverpool, is half empty, as a combination of economics and urban re-development 

has resulted in street after street standing dark and empty for years. The goal of ‗In Residence‘ was to temporarily revive one of these 

streets, and the concept was to reflect on the difference between a ‗house‘ and a ‗home‘.

‗In Residence‘ took the form of a site-specific video installation that ‗repopulated‘ five empty houses with the moving images of local young 

people. Using 9 video projectors and 5 computers, synchronized by custom software programmed by the artist, the illusion was created that 

the houses had been re-inhabited by ‗giants‘, restoring light and life to the darkened street. Custom rear projection screens were designed 

and installed in each window bay. The artist conducted green screen video shoots with a cast of 10, aged from 11 to 16 years old, and then 

composited their images into ‗interiors‘ created from photographs taken by the artist of any remaining wallpaper found inside the houses 

themselves. The artist then added the animated growth of flowers and plants inside the interior, not only to add joyful color and movement to 

the video, but also to reference the way that nature is always on hand to reclaim urban areas when people stop using them.

More Information http://www.edpurver.com 
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Slides 11_Corpuz_165351

Artist(s) Auke Touwslager, Ursula Lavrenčič, Aleŝ Vrhovec, Janez Jazbar, Robert Unetich

Project Title Cell Phone Disco 

Project Location Pittsburgh, PA 

Budget $136,000 

Materials The artists and a team of engineers developed a concept where an advanced receiver continuously scans input from 16 antennas along the 

16 by 16‘ grid. The data of the electromagnetic radiation is fed to eight processors that are embedded in the digital display. The computed 

values at any given point are represented through 2,304 individually controlled LED lights

Commissioning Agency The Pittsburgh Cultural Trust

The Fine Foundation 

Design Professional Engineering: Aleš Vrhovec, Janez Jazbar and Robert Unetich

Primary Administrator Murray Horne, Wood Street Galleries

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Joey Kennedy, Renee Rosensteel

Description Permanent

Cell Phone Disco is a surface that visualizes the electromagnetic field of an active mobile phone. Several thousand lights illuminate when 

you make or receive a phone call in the vicinity of the installation. Cell Phone Disco makes an invisible property of the environment 

perceptible to our senses. It reveals the communicating body of the mobile phone.

In 2006, architect Ursula Lavrencic and information designer Auke Touwslager created the first version of Cell Phone Disco, an installation 

which transforms a part of the electromagnetic spectrum into another frequency range – the range of visible light. Their fascination lies with 

the transmission quality of the mobile phone; its presence beyond the shell of the device.

Every single mobile phone transmits radio waves in order to connect to a network and everyday millions of people around the world are 

broadcasting their private conversations. Here we are witnessing a unique moment in history, when transmission is no longer exclusive 

domain of broadcasting companies. Mobile phone connectivity became just another layer of urban landscape and substantially changed the 

electromagnetic topography of the environment. Cell Phone Disco has been embraced by many art galleries and museums, but with the 

installation in Pittsburgh, it is finally positioned in the public space where it generates a glimpse at the dynamics of the omnipresent mobile 

phone traffic.

More Information informationlab.org, cellphonedisco.org
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Artist(s) Ascot Smith 

Project Title Forever People 

Project Location Kansas City, MO

Budget $15,000 

Materials Billboard, actors, recorded episodes, internet, phone 

Commissioning Agency The Art in the Loop Foundation (Partnership of the Downtown Council of Kansas City)

Greater Kansas City Community Foundation

Kansas City Art Institute

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Robin Trafton, Porter Arneill, Art in the Loop Foundation

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Ascot Smith, Art in the Loop Foundation 

Description Temporary

The ARTwall is a custom designed billboard structure that exhibits super-sized contemporary art at 13th and Grand Streets in downtown 

Kansas City.

Forever People by Ascot Smith is set in the year 2200. A nameless couple sends recorded messages into the past hoping to prevent a 

dystopian future. However, the two begin to use the recording to confess their struggles of sustaining a relationship amid holographic love 

affairs and android rivalries.

More Information www.ascotjsmith.com 
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Artist(s) Laurent Louyer 

Project Title Sources and River of Light - Celebration of the Bow River 2010 

Project Location Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Budget CAD $76,000 

Materials 525 + latex spheres, LED lighting 

Commissioning Agency City of Calgary Public Art Program

City of Calgary Utilities & Environmental Protection Department 

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Heather Aitken, City of Calgary Public Art Program

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Carlos Amat

Description Temporary

Over a two week period in August, Creatmosphere Studio created spectacular lighting installations representative of the water cycle and the 

continuous movement of water on, above and below the surface of the Bow River.

Sources: For 10 days in August, 24 illuminated data spheres were anchored in the lagoon at Princes Island Park. This computer 

programmed light matrix visually represented the current state of the Bow River by providing viewers with visual information such as river 

flow, water sources, water diversion and contaminants through an ever-changing pattern of colour and light. 

River of Light: At dusk on August 21, volunteers released 500 illuminated spheres into the river from a pedestrian bridge at Edworthy Park, 

where they floated 6 km downstream, along with forty five volunteer kayakers, to their point of convergence in the lagoon at Prince‘s Island 

Park. Different colours of spheres represented snowmelt, rain, groundwater and glacier - molecules of Bow River water that travelled 

downstream from the glacier source.

More Information www.creatmosphere.com
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Artist(s) Mark A. Reigelman II 

Project Title White Cloud 

Project Location Cleveland, OH

Budget $10,000 

Materials 100 Chloroprene weather balloons, 22-foot steel poles, rope 

Commissioning Agency Cleveland Public Art

Cleveland Museum of Art 

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Greg Peckham, Cleveland Public Art

Public Art Consultant Greg Peckham, Cleveland Public Art

Photographer Mark A. Reigelman II

Description Temporary

White Cloud was commissioned by the Cleveland Museum of Art in partnership with Cleveland Public Art. The project was selected to 

become the backdrop for the museum‘s annual Summer Solstice party, which attracts over 5,000 people. 

Cleveland Public Art and artist Mark A. Reigelman II spent nearly two weeks constructing White Cloud, a 20-foot tall sculpture, composed of 

100 chloroprene weather balloons, 22-foot steel poles, and rope, that crossed the façade of the Cleveland Museum of Art‘s original 1916 

building. Reigelman was inspired by clouds as objects that provide beautiful and effective shields from the harsh summer sun on the year‘s 

longest day. Cleveland based Vincent Lighting Systems collaborated with the artist to create dramatic lighting installations that would 

change throughout the evening. 

Throughout the week leading up to the event, there were a number of occasions in which the strength of the materials and the durability of 

the design were tested. The wind whipped through the balloons, creating a sail-like effect that eventually even caused a steel pole to bend. 

The design of the installation was modified and refined daily, sometimes hourly. Construction on White Cloud was completed just after 

midnight on the morning of the party.

Thunderstorms were predicted for Northeast Ohio late Saturday morning, with wind speeds of over 20 miles per hour anticipated throughout 

the day. The project team had worked many hours refining the mode of installation. The wind speeds lead to the decision to deconstruct 

White Cloud shortly after 10:00am. 

Though this installation was ultimately not present during the Summer Solstice party, Cleveland Public Art hopes that by sharing the story 

and pictures of White Cloud, we are able to inspire others to take artistic and creative risks, even if the triumph exists for only a few 

moments.

More Information www.markreigelman.com
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Artist(s) Gonzalo Lebrija 

Project Title History of Suspended Time: Monument for the Impossible, 2010 

Project Location Denver, CO 

Budget $101,244 

Materials 1971 Chevrolet Chevelle Malibu, water, steel 

Commissioning Agency Rockstar Art Productions

MCA Denver

Amy Harmon/Urban Market Partners

Biennial of the Americas

Carleton Company

Design Professional Bill Carleton

Primary Administrator Amy Harmon, Urban Market Partners, LLC

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Wes Magyar, Gonzalo Lebrija, Richard Peterson

Description Permanent

Guadalajara-based artist Gonzalo Lebrija created a public art installation in the parking lot (1430 Delgany Street, Denver, CO 80202) across 

from the Museum of Contemporary Art Denver (MCA Denver) in the summer of 2010. Lebrija installed a classic American muscle car perched 

on its nose face down above a reflecting pool of blackened water. The installation, entitled History of Suspended Time: Monument for the 

Impossible, was developed as a dual collaboration with MCA Denver‘s museum-wide exhibition, Energy Effects: Art & Artifacts from the 

Landscape of Glorious Excess, as well as Denver‘s inaugural 2010 Biennial of the Americas, an international event that celebrated the 

culture, ideas and people of the Western Hemisphere.

Lebrija‘s History of Suspended Time marked the physical and permanent realization of an earlier performance during which the artist hoisted 

a restored muscle car above a lake with a crane and then dropped the car into the water while filming it with a high-speed camera. Lebrija‘s 

camera caught the moment just before the car broke the lake‘s surface. While in reality the car was in motion, in the image it appears to be 

suspended in time, an illusion made monumental in Gonzalo‘s subsequent installation. 

A massive car delicately poised on the surface of the water, History of Suspended Time appears to defy gravity and stop time. In addition to 

creating an uncanny – even sublime – effect, the installation encourages visitors to think about the automobile as a symbol of modern life and 

human aspiration. Furthermore, the work represents a more complex discussion of energy beyond the popular topic of conservation. In 

Lebrija‘s original performance, the artist spent months fixing up a car only to drop it into a lake. With this glorious excess, Lebrija‘s 

monumental sculpture explores the complicated relationship between excessive energy and artistic production.

More Information http://www.artnet.com/artists/gonzalo-lebrija/ 
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Artist(s) Matthew Dominic Farley 

Project Title SnoWaffle 

Project Location Lawrence, KS 

Budget $40 

Materials Cast snow 

Commissioning Agency Artist Initiated

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Matthew Dominic Farley

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Matthew Dominic Farley

Description Temporary

Using the bountiful snowfall from the winter of 2009-10, Matthew Dominic Farley re-engaged Dale Eldred‘s SALINA PIECE, located near 

Youngberg Hall on the West Campus of The University of Kansas, in a conversation about public art and its reception. SNOWAFFLE 

transformed the often-underappreciated and overlooked colossal steel sculpture into a light-hearted embodiment of one of its (slightly 

derogatory) nicknames: the ―waffle iron.‖ The idea for SNOWAFFLE stemmed from many hours of archival research conducted by Farley 

into the history of art on KU‘s campus, located in Lawrence, KS. Specifically inspired by the controversy and community backlash 

surrounding the attempted installation of SALINA PIECE in 1981, Farley‘s work used humor to engage new audiences and bring greater 

attention to this piece and to public art in general. 

Farley‘s research inspired several artworks responding to Eldred‘s sculpture—and its history. However, Farley had longed to create a giant 

waffle. Snowbound Christmas day of 2009, Farley realized the potential of the tremendous gift he had just been given. After researching 

snow sculptures and devising computer models, Farley arrived at his solution: modular plywood forms, designed to build the sculpture 

square by square (it was essential that everything could fit into his small hatchback). After perfecting the forms and procedures (and waiting 

for the right weather conditions), Farley was spurred on by a warming trend in the forecast. Overall, it took about 15 hours of nighttime 

shoveling to finish the piece, including a final push of ten straight hours from 10 pm on the night of January 12 until 8 am the following day. 

The ingenuity of SNOWAFFLE lies in its resourceful use of materials and its transformation of controversy into appreciation. 

More Information matthewdominicfarley.com 
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Artist(s) Franne Lee, Keith Harmon, Mac Hill 

Project Title Microphone Rack 

Project Location Nashville, TN 

Budget $16,500 

Materials Steel and stainless steel, powder coat 

Commissioning Agency Metro Nashville Arts Commission 

Design Professional Fabricator: Mark Baron, Bellex Inc.

Primary Administrator Sandra Duncan, Metro Nashville Arts Commission

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Gary Layda

Description Permanent

Metro Nashville Arts Commission, in partnership with the Mayor‘s Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee and Metro Public Works, 

installed artist-designed bike racks in downtown to encourage bicycle transportation and to show that art can successfully combine 

functionality and durability with artistic excellence. To create awareness about the bike racks, the cycling community has effectively used 

social media. A packet of postcards of each rack along with a map showing all the locations were distributed to business, civic and tourism 

communities for use with their audiences.

The giant Microphone Rack is one bike rack design in a series of seven, each of which is submitted separately for this nomination. There 

are a total of fourteen racks as some were produced in multiples but this is a one-of-a-kind. A trio of artists, inspired by Nashville‘s rich 

history as a communications, broadcasting and music center, created this site-specific rack for the gateway to Music Row, situated on a 

roundabout with many restaurants and retail shops nearby. Bikes are parked and locked on the microphone‘s looped ―cord.‖ Bike rentals are 

available for tourists near this location and the Microphone Rack is becoming a place-maker as well as a favorite spot for a photo.

More Information www.keithharmon.com, radiocafe@bellsouth.net, www.frannelee.com
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Artist(s) Matt Young

Project Title "Emerge" Art Bike Rack 

Project Location Nashville, TN 

Budget $7,500 

Materials Stainless steel, concrete 

Commissioning Agency Metro Nashville Arts Commission 

Design Professional Fabricator: Mark Baron, Bellex Inc.

Primary Administrator Sandra Duncan, Metro Nashville Arts Commission

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Gary Layda

Description Permanent

Metro Nashville Arts Commission, in partnership with the Mayor‘s Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee and Metro Public Works, 

installed artist-designed bike racks in downtown to encourage bicycle transportation and to show that art can successfully combine 

functionality and durability with artistic excellence. To create awareness about the bike racks, the cycling community has effectively used 

social media. A packet of postcards of each rack along with a map showing all the locations were distributed to business, civic and tourism 

communities for use with their audiences. 

Emerge is one bike rack design in a series of seven, each of which is submitted separately for this nomination. There are a total of fourteen 

racks as some were produced in multiples. Artist Matt Young designed a giant padlock emerging from the ground suggesting both strength 

and security. There are two stainless steel and concrete padlock bike racks across from the main downtown library and adjacent to a small 

pocket park. Students from a public magnet school nearby who come to study at the library are frequent users of these bike racks.

More Information www.chungdesign.com
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Artist(s) Mark Aeling, Catherine Woods 

Project Title Tired Hydrant 

Project Location Bradenton, FL 

Budget $500 

Materials Polychromed urethane 

Commissioning Agency Realize Bradenton 

Design Professional Mark Aeling, Sculptor

Primary Administrator Johnette Isham, Realize Bradenton, Inc.

Public Art Consultant Ann Wykell, Independent Program Development Professional

Photographer Mark Aeling

Description Temporary

During the street fair, everyday objects take advantage of the festive atmosphere to succumb to their inner desires. Here, a tired hydrant 

takes a break from his vigilant stance with the help of a friend. Three unusual tableaus are sprinkled throughout the fair, waiting to be 

discovered by observant visitors. (One other, ‗Escape‘ is also entered in Year in Review.)

How is this project innovative in devising solutions or meeting specific needs? -This sculpture was part of a temporary installation for Art 

Slam in Bradenton, FL. It was one of three unusual tableaus are sprinkled throughout the fair, waiting to be discovered by observant 

visitors.

We took our inspiration purely from the street, utilizing everyday streetscape objects and anthropomorphizing them, having them act out 

their inner desires. We consciously polychromed them to look exactly like the actual items. We like that the sculptures were not always 

noticed immediately, since they blended so completely into the streetscape. Most people passed by the sculptures a number of times before 

seeing them; others noticed them right away, 

More Information www.CglassStudio.com 
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Artist(s) Jed Berk 

Project Title A Champion Flock of Weed Eaters 

Project Location San Jose, CA 

Budget $15,000 

Materials Portable storage unit, LED screen, foamCore Sheep, insulation, paint, wood, resin, flood light and solar panels

Commissioning Agency City of San Jose Office of Cultural Affairs 

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Patricia Walsh, Public Art Program Coordinator, City of San Jose Office of Cultural Affairs

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Jed Berk

Description Temporary

A Champion Flock of Weed Eaters was an anchor artwork for the San Fernando Corridor series, an active and developing transit corridor 

that connects Diridon Station and downtown San Jose. Jed Berk‘s artwork, located on the front lawn of Diridon Station, reflected on the 

stewardship of land in urban space by using a flock of miniature sheep that are taken throughout the city to graze. On Diridon Green is a 

―green‖ barn that houses the flock of miniature sheep and a 4 foot tall ―Mother Sheep‖. At the scheduled times a hired Shepherd took the 

miniature sheep out of the barn to graze on the Diridon Green. During these times, the public were invited to become an urban shepherd 

and borrow a sheep to ―graze‖ throughout the city, taking photographs along the journey to document their travels. The personal travel 

photos were publicly shared online at http://www.flockofweedeaters.com as well as displayed in the belly of the Mother Sheep through the 

use of an LED screen.

When the barn is closed and the Shepherd was gone, the public could peer through peepholes located onsides of the barn to get a glimpse 

of the resting sheep and the images of the sheep‘s travels reflected in the Mother Sheep.

Weed Eaters was innovative in meeting a specific need for the San Fernando Corridor series by creating an interactive artwork that 

engaged the community on a one-on-one basis and encouraging the public to explore how they engaged with their urban spaces. Public 

participants of the project experienced meeting random people on the street who were interested in the project, and also really took into 

consideration where they were photographing the sheep and what that photograph and location said about themselves and where they 

spent their time. 

More Information http://www.degree119.com
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Artist(s) Céleste Boursier-Mougenot, Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, Steve Roden, Freewaves, LAND/Yoshua Okon, Machine Project, Syyn Labs, Hadrian 

Predock & John Frane, Klutch Stanaway, 18th Street Art Center, John Carpenter & Jerry Digby, Robert Chapin, Jessica Cail, Ian Forrest & 

team, Anne Herlihy, Joshua Howell & Aaron Zeligs, Gil Kuno, Corey Madden, Bruno Louchouarn & Keith Mitchell, Pentti Monkkonen, 

Christopher O'Leary

Project Title Glow

Project Location Santa Monica, CA

Budget $250,000 

Materials Various

Commissioning Agency City of Santa Monica Cultural Affairs Division 

Design Professional Project Producer: Mark Flaisher,  Event Producer: Community Arts Resources (CARS) 

Primary Administrator Jessica Cusick, Santa Monica Cultural Affairs Division

Public Art Consultant Marc Pally, Glow Artistic Director

Photographer William Short, Marc Pally, Antimodular Inc./Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, Marianne Williams 

Description Temporary

Glow is an all-night free art event that transforms Santa Monica Beach into a zone of contemporary art projects. Glow commissions original 

art that invites the public into active engagement thus merging notions of art and audience into an exciting hybrid experience. From large-

scale complex media productions to more intimate and humble projects, Glow attracted almost 250,000 people for its premier on July 19, 

2008. Glow 2010 focused its marketing toward a more art-centric perspective and attracted 150,000. Glow shifts our expectations as to how 

we program time. In lieu of sleep Glow suggests public gatherings and dramatic cultural adventures. Events occur in one of Los Angeles‘ 

most democratic and emblematic spaces: the beach at the Pacific Ocean. 

The art for Glow is expansive and includes the latest approaches and media, from familiar visual and sound expressions to complex hybrids 

that defy categorization. Internationally-renown artists, including Rafael Lozano-Hemmer and Céleste Boursier-Mougenot, were joined by 

other artists who represented the full-spectrum of professional recognition. In total, there were 20 projects (many were collaborative efforts 

bringing the total number of artists close to 100) commissioned by Glow 2010. Visitors made their way along the beach and adjacent spaces 

using an audio guide developed in collaboration with local radio station KCRW. The next Glow is scheduled for September 2013. 

More Information http://arts.smgov.net 
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Artist(s) Robin Tchoe, James Couper, Michael Steiner, Albert Paley, Henry Willet, Paul Marco, Ed Carpenter, Dorothy Gillespie, Stanley Bleifeld, 

Roy Shifrin , Sue Thompson , Deborah Butterfield, Tuan Nguyen, Robert G Woods, Robert Chambers, Lowell Jones, James Rosenquist, 

Doris Leeper, Carla Poindexter, Donald DeLue, Andrew Spear and Charles Marklin , Ed Carpenter, Rudy Trapiza, Randall Smith, Dale 

Rogers, Suzi K Edwards and Richard J Rudden, Kim Kori, Ernest Shaw, William King, Albin Polasek

Project Title The Red Chair Visits Orange County Public Art 

Project Location Orange County, FL

Budget $9,219 

Materials Framing, digital photography, public art, red chair 

Commissioning Agency Orange County Arts & Cultural Affairs 

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Terry Olson, Orange County Arts & Cultural Affairs

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Doug Bloodworth, Cherie Boyce, Nancy Jo Brown, Andi Canny, Chris Casler, Pam Daum, Mark Englert, Carolyn Hutchins, Gil Ihrig , Meg 

King , Tammy Krivanek, Shelly Lake, Rick Lang, Joanelle Mulrain, Douglas Nesbitt, Terry Olson, Rob Phillips, Carla Pointdexter , Todd 

Roupp, Deb Sandidge , Peter Schreyer, Randall Smith, Bonnie Sprung, Ashland Thomas, Gustavo Vargas, Steve Vaughn, David Wegman, 

Chip Weston

Description Permanent

To increase our community‘s awareness and appreciation of public art, a traveling exhibition, THE RED CHAIR VISITS ORANGE COUNTY 

PUBLIC ART, was commissioned from three dozen of the area‘s leading photographers. Each photographer was asked to create a photo 

utilizing their own unique style. Each photographic work of art, however, must incorporate two things: a small red chair, which serves as a 

symbol of the arts for our community; and some piece of public art found in our community. 

This exhibition not only expressed the creativity of the photographers in working to incorporate the two required elements but gave a new 

perspective of their environment to our citizens. Comments about never having really looked at that [artwork] before were common from 

people viewing the work. The sense of discovery was fed by the new perspectives and styles in which the public art was contextualized and 

by the exhibitions intrinsic ―search‖ to find the red chair in each photo. The exhibition became a permanent traveling exhibition, moving from 

various government buildings, commercial retail locations and museums.

More Information terry.olson@ocfl.net
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Artist(s) Christian Moeller

Project Title Hands

Project Location San Jose, CA 

Budget $100,000 

Materials 2-inch Diamond metal cyclone fence mesh, 2-inch diameter plastic pixels

Commissioning Agency City of San Jose Office of Cultural Affairs

Design Professional Design Collaboration: Fentress Architects · Hensel Phelps Construction, Programming: Jay Yan, Fabrication: Carlson & Co., Installation: 

North American Fence, Photography: Eika Aoshima 

Primary Administrator Mary Rubin, Senior Project Manager, San Jose Public Art Program

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer David Mathiasmeier, Nick Merrick 

Description Permanent

―Hands‖ is the result of a collaboration between artist Christian Moeller and Fentress Architects who were tasked with exploring innovative 

design solutions for the massive façade of the San Jose Airport's Consolidated Rental Car Garage (ConRAC). The only constraint was to 

design within the established budget for the facade. With general contractor Hensel Phelps, the team developed an artwork that is integral to 

the building facade function and design. The facade of the garage was constructed from two layers of architectural metal fabric. The outer 

layer of metal mesh serves as a canvas for the image, which is made of permanently affixed white plastic disks (pixels). The inner layer of 

mesh provides a backdrop and a pedestrian barrier for the garage facility. The image itself is a poetic gateway to an airport, a place where 

moments of emotional connection occur as people arrive and depart, where people say hello and goodbye. Additionally, hands are one of 

the most expressive parts of the human body and have facilitated communication, technology and innovation throughout time. Fifty-four 

Silicon Valley residents posed as models for Moeller‘s image composed of hands. Participating community members represent a spectrum 

of the South Bay‘s population, including a tamale maker and a surgeon, teachers and students, technologists and construction workers, 

musicians and poets, parents and children, police officers and fire fighters. 

Building a large infrastructure project is a significant responsibility. Taking this responsibility seriously, the partnership between the Airport 

and San Jose Public Art Program agreed to support multidisciplinary design team collaboration, resulted in an inspired solution to urban 

infrastructure. By re-framing roles, responsibility and boundaries that traditionally define the engineering and construction we created 

possibilities for exemplary contributions to the urban landscape. Through leveraging budgets the process elevated the standard approach to 

public works garage infrastructure design; excellent urban design does not need to come at a premium. 

Employing public art resources on the San Jose Airport's Consolidated Rental Car Garage (ConRAC), to support an artist on the 

architectural design team, resulted in a landmark artwork. Good design does not require a premium price; the project employed common 

materials in an innovative manner to a powerful end. Much attention has been given to Hands; it is not simply a large iconic artwork but it 

offers an alternative and economic facade treatment option. 

More Information http://www.christian-moeller.com/
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Artist(s) Banny Banerjee, Matt Gorbet, Susan LK Gorbet, Margaret Orth

Project Title Chronos and Kairos

Project Location San Jose, CA 

Budget $112,000 

Materials Aluminum, custom mechanics, woven nylon, Teflon-coated stainless steel, SmartMotors, custom software

Commissioning Agency City of San Jose Office of Cultural Affairs

Design Professional -

Primary Administrator Mary Rubin, Senior Project Manager, San Jose Public Art Program

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Matt Gorbet

Description Permanent

Responding to extensive community input, the public art program at the Mineta San Jose International Airport was conceived as a ―unified 

program of Art + Technology‖ that would give travelers an immediate sense that they had arrived in Silicon Valley, a global center for 

innovation. The Art + Technology Program has taken a landmark approach to public art, creating an infrastructure of 'art platforms' for the 

installation of technology-based art throughout the new terminal and creating opportunities for both permanently sited and changing 

artworks. Several of the projects involve partnerships with Silicon Valley-based technology businesses and cultural institutions. As one of 

the three pilot artworks for the two-year short term installations, ―Chronos and Kairos‖ project tests the integration of multiple infrastructure 

tools available to the airport artist now and in the future. ―Chronos and Kairos‖ is a breathing, interactive, transformative sculpture that 

juxtaposes ―Chronos‖, time as a measured quantity, with ―Kairos,‖ time as a dynamic and fluid phenomenon based on human perception. 

The sculpture‘s sixty-five identical robotic nodes suspended from the hold room ceiling ripple and react to passengers while maintaining an 

abacus-like counting. The nodes are assembled from two aluminum crescents connected by a ―Jacob‘s ladder‖ mechanism and controlled 

by programmable ―SmartMotors‖ that direct each node to split into halves that fold and unfold in simple curling motions choreographed by 

the artists. Each row completes its count, and the moment is marked by the closing of a single element. The counting resumes until the total 

array closes; time stands still, and the counting resumes. It is of note that SmartMotors is a Silicon Valley company and the installation 

reflects a significant partnership with local innovators. A video of the artwork in action can be viewed here: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8nq6m8MBYQ&feature=related or downloaded from here: http://www.box.net/shared/da4a1peunv

More Information http://www.gorbetdesign.com/, http://www.maggieorth.com/ http://dschool.stanford.edu/people/team_banny_banerjee.php 
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Artist(s) Shona Kitchen, Ben Hooker 

Project Title DREAMING FIDS

Project Location San Jose, CA 

Budget $76,000 

Materials Stainless Steel with mechanical components, glass, fish, hardware, software, screens, cameras, water

Commissioning Agency The City of San Jose for the Norma Y. Mineta San Jose International Airport, CA 

Design Professional Contracted programmer: Jesse Kriss, Contracted Steel fabrication: Chris Chan

Primary Administrator Mary A. Rubin, Senior Project Manager, Office of Cultural Affairs - Public Art Program

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Daniel Brown

Description Permanent

The title is a combination of a familiar emotive word—―Dreaming‖—and technical aviation-related acronym—―FIDS‖— stands for Flight 

Information Display System. This combination of the technological, functional and the poetic is reflected in the characteristics of the artwork. 

It‘s form suggests a fusion of an aquarium, flight information screens and a CCTV security system.

The artwork is a self contained, self perpetuating dynamic system of surveillance and display. As the fish swim around their tank, they are 

monitored by underwater cameras. Recorded sequences are relayed onto the banks of screens which are suspended in the tank. This 

surveillance system will playfully identify a fish as behaving suspiciously. 

The artwork is situated just beyond the passenger screening area. It is oriented so that the cameras do not just capture images of the fish, 

but also passengers and airplanes. It is compelling to watch the video analysis system tirelessly try to make sense of such a complex 

layered view of fish, people, reflections, and aircraft. The artwork cycles through 3 modes. The mode changes every few minutes. Mode 1, 

scanning: As fish swim in front of the cameras, software zooms-in and tracks their movement. Their image is magnified to fill a whole 

screen. Mode 2, dreaming: In this mode the screens show abstract lists of flight arrivals and departures. No text is shown but the shapes 

and animation strongly evoke the familiar form of a bank of flight information screens. The items in the list flash and update and are 

dynamically mixed with live images of fish captured by the cameras. Mode 3, judging: Certain fish are identified as behaving ‗suspiciously‘. 

The artwork is as much a celebration of the beauty of complex technological and organic dynamic systems, as is a statement about 

prevalence of surveillance in our lives.

More Information http://www.shonakitchen.com, http://www.hookerandkitchen.com, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0nclQdJXaFc
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Artist(s) Nik Hafermaas, Dan Goods, Aaron Koblin

Project Title eCloud

Project Location San Jose, CA 

Budget $700,000 

Materials Electrially switchable laminated Plexiglas, custom software and data supplied by NOOA

Commissioning Agency City of San Jose Office of Cultural Affairs

Design Professional Project Management: Jamie Barlow, Fabrication: International Rigging, Programming: Daniel Massey, Electrical Engineering: David Randall 

Primary Administrator Mary Rubin, Senior Project Manager, San Jose Public Art Program

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Spencer Lowell, Ben Blackwell, Mike Jones 

Description Permanent

This dynamic sculpture suspended above the long linear passenger concourse is inspired by the volume and behavior of an idealized cloud. 

The 2,000 squares of switchable glass tile continuously change from opaque to transparent; its patterns transformed by real-time weather 

data from around the world. The project software accesses data from 100 cities worldwide and displays the conceptualized pattern that 

cycle to another city at 20-second intervals. The dynamic display kiosk located adjacent to the sculpture showcases the current city and 

weather parameters being modeled by the "eCloud" based on real-time. For example, it is windy in Rio de Janeiro, the animations evoke the 

wind or if it is raining in New York, the pattern evokes rain. The volumetric patterns reflect the direction and speed of the wind in any given 

city. 

Using a proven technologically driven material (switchable glass) in an innovative way, ―eCloud‖ is a brilliant response to designing a robust, 

technology driven, permanent artwork. Additionally, the switchable glass allows a high impact, new media artwork, within the high ambient 

light conditions of the airport‘s concourse. The elegance and innovation of the form combined with the use of real-time NOOA data 

information aesthetically rendered has a powerful alignment with a key goal of the San Jose Airport‘s Public Art + Technology Program to 

give travelers a true sense of San Jose as a place where ideas are born and reinforcing its stature as a creative and tech-savvy city and the 

world's leading region for innovation. A video of "eCloud" in action can be viewed here: http://ecloudproject.com/index.html or downloaded 

from here: http://www.box.net/shared/phjx90n0

More Information http://uebersee.us/, http://directedplay.com/, http://www.aaronkoblin.com/
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Artist(s) Bjorn Schulke

Project Title Space Observer

Project Location San Jose, CA 

Budget $350,000 

Materials GFK composite, steel, aluminum, electronics, motors, LCD screens, camera

Commissioning Agency City of San Jose Office of Cultural Affairs

Design Professional Falk Wittwer for 3D Graphics and Mechanical Design, 3K Composite for Composite Structures, Martin Nawrath for Electronics and 

Programming, F. Punkt for Mechanical Fabrication, Onyx (Germany) and Exponent - Failure Analysis Associates (U.S.) for Structural 

Design, Salas Obrien for Electrical Engineering, Barshun (Germany) for Rigging, Lloyd W. Aubry Co., Inc. (San Jose) for Installation 

Primary Administrator Mary Rubin, Senior Project Manager, City of San Jose Office of Cultural Affairs

Public Art Consultant -

Photographer Bjorn Schulke

Description Permanent

―Space Observer‖ is a landmark artwork located on the airport‘s highly trafficked meeting, greeting and circulation mezzanine. In an airport, 

one of the most highly secured and surveilled public facilities of our modern time, the sculpture‘s whimsical, yet high tech aesthetic and use 

of surveillance technology, reinforce the San Jose Airport's Art + Technology Program theme. Reminiscent of a space craft, this glossy 

white 26‘ tall sculpture, perched on a tripod of 8‘ tall legs, explores the interactivity between humans and modern technology. When a 

passer-by engages with this elaborate yet delicate object it quietly rotates following him or her with the aid of two propeller-tipped arms. Its 

―eye‖ reveals images picked up from embedded cameras. As stated by the artist, "it can recognize you and detect your movement setting off 

a trigger of kinetic responses like a conversation or a dance". The placement of the sculpture was designed to reinforce passenger way 

finding towards either security (north) or baggage claim (south). 

More Information www.bitforms.com/movies/largeQT/schulkespaceobserver.mov, http://www.box.net/shared/cjqotmvca2, http://www.schuelke.org/
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